
 

Overview Of Reasons To Use An Outsourcing

Apple Inc. as a leader in electronics industries has also used global outsourcing to innovate the
product. Apple Inc. has designed system architecture and outsources the remaining
intermediate segment to other company. For example, the user interface of iPod was designed
with the assistance of Pixo company. Therefore, outsourcing can beat the global
competitiveness because electronics industry is more effectively institutionalize the interfaces
between segments, with the part modularization has made worldwide outsourcing increasingly
alluring by permitting numerous organizations to have similar conventional parts at a lower cost
because of economies of scale (Lo,2011).

An effective outsourcing technique for a process must include an investigation of various
measurements. First, relative performance in the process, the company can perform
differentiation and advanced performance which is sustainable that make troublesome for
contenders to recreate within a reasonable time period or cost. Second, commitment of process
to competitive advantage, make company achieves superior performance such as lower cost.
Third, potential for advantage from outsourcing process, certainty for business environment can
make well corporate with sourcing company (Mclvor,2008).

Firms experience higher psychological and regularizing boundaries in knowledge exchange in
worldwide outsourcing, and this makes explorative advancement adversely intervene in the
connection between global outsourcing and firm financial performance (Verwaal,2017). For
example, geographic distance among buyers and suppliers and local embeddedness of learning
make constraints on the quality and lavishness of correspondence and information exchange.
However, it can be neutralized by building relational capital with foreign suppliers. Relational
capital means nature of connections is to be close and trustful which can effectively exchange
knowledge in global outsourcing relationship such as expand the hierarchical relations.

However, outsourcing also occurs risk. Contracting out data processing exercises involves
noteworthy loss of control over the execution of the exercises. When loss of control, it will
happen shirking and opportunistic bargaining (Bryson,2006). Shirking is the seller under-
execution on the contracted exercises. Opportunistic bargaining is vendors capacity to require
higher than market prices. To manage this risk, company must have to understand the project,
such as the necessities and technique for its usage. Next, company can separate a vast project
into littler, progressively reasonable pieces will enormously lessen the automatic hazard. By
evaluating checkpoints toward the consummation of each piece, the organization can recognize
quality issues and decrease the danger of shirking (Clemons, 2000).

The company can turn fixed cost to variable costs by outsourcing (Liu et al.,2017). The
company can decrease its fixed costs, for example, expenses on equipment, data innovation,
fixed salaries of representatives, and convert those into a variable cost as the price tag that the
company at that point pays the outside industry. For example, the company no need to own
factory to produce product, therefore no need to pay rent, worker salary, and insurance, which
is the fixed cost of company. Contract manufacturers will help company to produce any
functions that the company required. Company only will pay for the billing of contract
manufacturers required. Therefore, the company can save the fixed cost and operating cost
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(Reiss,2010).

Outsourcing can relate to telecom operation. In network infrastructure, telecom administrators
have begun redistributing installation, authorizing, and repairing of system components to the
framework providers themselves (Patil et al.,2014). Next, in IT management, telecom needs to
run many operations with its data centre, therefore, it can outsource desktop support,
overseeing and greening server and facilitating applications so that telecom can concentrate in
private cloud to make information security. Telecom also needs to make value-added services
in this fast-developing era. Nowadays, most entrepreneurs seek for the development of
application for customer to use and they need to upload by using telecom network. Therefore,
telecom which has limit in content generation can outsource with other company by using
revenue sharing method to get win-win situation to solve the problem.

By using outsourcing, the company also relate to the transaction cost. It is the costs occur when
purchasing or selling a good or service such as cost to manage uncertainty and extra time to
build a team. Information technology outsourcing (ITO) vendors progressively offer
institutionalized and modularized administrations that incorporate with detailed project plans,
counting functional prerequisites, administration levels, and expenses (Fink et al.,2013). These
advancements diminish the degree to which customers need to actualize extra checking of
vendor conduct. Likewise, the executives’ practice, including technology enablement and IT
manufacturing plant offices, give broad implicit observing capacities for the customer
(Grönroos,2011). Moreover, the institutionalized and modularized administrations can let ITO
vendors to create contractual governance instruments, including trustworthy risk buffers, and to
value the expenses for unanticipated possibilities into the contract (Schermann,2016).
Therefore, the company can reduce the renegotiation cost. As a result, the transaction cost can
be reduced.

A disruptive technology can influence outsourcing (Burden,2018). For example, Artificial
intelligence (AI) are the most common nowadays. Automated solutions which apply by AI are
brought more challenges to the contract liability. This technology which is work faster than
human being and no rest for technology, it is reasonable they may make mistake. It may bring
big effect to the company because technology goes wrong will make production thereafter also
be wrong. However, law is still limited on technology. Therefore, who will be the one liable for
the mistake, is that supplier, or technology developer and is it can claim back the
compensation?

Manufacturers’ long-term orientation can influence outsourcing. Long-term orientation is the
reliance of manufacturers on suppliers and the social goal to keep up long-term participation in
the future. It applies by making long-term collaboration with suppliers such as information
sharing and risk control so that can make supplier development. Supplier development involves
provider assessment, execution desire elevates, acknowledgement and remuneration,
undertaking to future advantages, training and learning of supplier staff, supplier visits to
manufacturing plants, trade of labour among buyer and supplier, and the buyer's direct interest
in the supplier. When there is supplier development will enhance outsourcing capability (Lee,
Shin, Hwang, et al.,2018). 
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